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LASER CONTROLLED TRERNONUCLRARREACTOR SYSTEM STUDIES

Compiled by
James M. Williams and Thurman G. Frank

ABSTRACT
Results of initial laser:fusioncentral station power plant feasibility
and syatema studies are diacusaed. The functional requirements of major plant
aubayatems are defined and conceptual performance characteristicsof subsystem
components that may satisfy these requirementsare described. Several conceptual
reactor cavitiea for microexplosioncontainment are considered, including a
wetted-wall concept, a dry wall concept, a magnetically protected concept, and a
lithium vortex or BLASCON concept. A 1000-MWe laser-fusionpower plant, based
on C02 laser technologyand the wetted-wall reactor cavity design, is described.
Preliminary assessments of laaer-fusion technology requirementsare made and
critical technologiesthat require development are identified. The results
of
initial laser-fusionpower plant parametric and tradeoff studies which use
power coat as the prlmery figure of merit are presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

thermonuclearignition and burn conditions. The

Development of laser fusion technology is pro-

second approach - not discussed in this paper -

gressing rapidly. Very-high-energy (10 to 100 kJ),

utilizes laser energy to heat a magnetically confined

short-pulse (0.1 to 10 ns) lasers are being devel1-3
oped in the US and abroad.
Theoretical pellet-

plasma of thermonuclearfuel to sufficiently high

compresaion and thermonuclearburn-physics research
is advancing,3-6 and laser illuminationof materiala

might more properly be referred to as laser-enhanced

at Laser Controlled ThermonuclearReactor (LCTR)

temperatures for ignition to occur. This approach

~gnetically confined fusion.
In an LCTR, pellet microexplosionamust be con-

intensities (..1016 W/cm2) are being conducted.’

tained in a manner that both prevents excessive dsm-

Fusion-pelletilluminationsat laser powers approach-

age to reactor components and permits recovery of

ing 1 kJ in a nominal l-ns pulse are imminent.a

the energy in a form suitable for utilization in the

However, the technical feasibilityof achieving sig-

energy conversion cycle. Reactor cavities are sur-

nificant thermonuclearenergy release from laser-

rounded by relatively thick blanket regions (con-

driven fusion is yet to be demonstrated. Many

taining lithium for the breeding of tritium) through

challenging technologicalproblems lie ahead in

which a coolant (which may be lithium) is circulated.

understanding the fundamentalphysics of high-energy,
short-pulse lasers and fusion-pelletdesign. The

Very-high-energy,short-pulse laaera are necessary for the compression and heating of fusion pelleta

purpose of this paper is to discuss some initial

to thermonuclearignition and burn conditions. The

feasibilityand systems studies of alternative LCTR

laser beams must be repetitively transported to and

and power-plant concepts.

accurately focused on a pellet at the center of each

Commercial power production from laser-driven

reactor cavity. Cavities with penetrations for mul-

fusion”may ultimately be achieved by either of two

tiple, symmetricallyarranged laaer beams may be nec-

wjor

essary to ensure efficient pellet compression and

conceptual approaches. The approach which

currently appears to offer the greatest potential for
success is based on the use of laaers to compress
and heat minute pellets of thermonuclearfuel’to

burn.
It may be necessary to operate cryogenic fuelpellet injection systems in close proximity to relatively hostile cavity environments.

To a first approximation,peny LCTR materiels
and engineering problems can be identified and char-

times; thus, hydrodynamic stress waves will be produced in the cavity wall and blanket. Finally, in

acterized on the baaia of extensive experience in

reactors in which the pellet debris has not interacted

fission-reactormateriala performance and nuclear-

with either the cavity atmosphere or the blowoff

weapons effects studies. However; as laser-fusion-

layer formed due to x-ray-induced ablation, the

physics programs progress, the capability to defini-

debris will be absorbed in the firat wall in a frac-

tively evaluate reactor component performance under

tion of a microsecond. These phenomena play impor-

conditions similar to those in a reactor will be pos-

tant rolea in structural design analysea of LCTR

sible, and indeed, necessary. Before that time, the

concepts.

effects of competing and/or compensating damage

Reactor cavities will be required to contain
repetitive thermonuclearmicroexploaionswith energy

mechanisms cannot be evaluated.
II. MAJOR LCTR SUBSYSTEMS AND FUNCTIONAL RSQUIREMSNTS

releases in the range of from 10 to 1000 M.J. Inner
cavity walla must withstand intense pulses of x raya,

The major essential subsystems in a LCTR centralatation power plant are:

14-MeV neutrons, 3.5-MeV alpha particles, and other
energetic particles released by the thermonuclear

●

Reactor cavities and blanketa,

reactions. There are economic incentives for maxi-

●

Fuel fabrication and injection systems,

mizing pulse-repetitionrates and for minimizing

●

Laser systems,

cavity diameters.

●

Laser-beam transport systems, and

●

Heat-transfer and energy-conversionsystems.

Tha fuel cycle which is receiving primary consideration for LCTR power planta at this time la the

The time scale of events associated with each

DT cycle. Deuterium is eaaily and cheaply obtained

thermonuclearmicroexplosion from the time of fuel

from conventional sources, but tritium la expensive

injection into the reactor cavity until the time

to produce and is not available

the cavity environment ia suitable for subsequent

Thus, it k

in

large

quantities.

expected that tritium will be produced

fuel injection is a major plant design consideration.

by reactions between neutrons and lithium which must

Table I gives an example of the events to be consi-

be contained in blanket regions surrounding reactor

dered. A number of additional aspects are noteworthy.

cavities. Conceptual blanket designs provide for

First, thermonuclearbum

occurs in - 10 PS resulting

liquid lithium to be circulated through the blanket

in the release of x raya traveling radially outward

for the removal of heat and the breeding of tritium.

at the apeed of light in a 1O-PS time envelope.

There are alao structural requirements for blanket

Second, 14-MeV neutrons arrive at the first wall (at

regions related to the dissipation of the energy

1 m radius) at 20 ns and releaae most of their energy

deposition in the blanket and in structural regiona.

by neutron interactions in blanket and structural
materials, by - 100 ns.

Both of these energy depo-

sition times are short compared to hydrodynamic
pa
rk
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sults of these calculation are shown in Fig. 1.
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Laser beams must be transported to, and accurately
focused on, pellets at the center of each reactor
cavity. Cavities with penetrations for multiple,
s~etrically

arranged laser beams may be necessary

to ensure efficient pellet heating and compression.
An important criterion to be considered in the
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evaluation of cavity concepts is the repetition ratea

l(j6

of pellet microexplosionawhich should be as high as

.

practicable. Limitations on permissible microexploLASER

ENERGY

INPUT,

EIII (J)

sion repetition ratea will probably be determined
by the time required to restore the cavity atmosphere

Fig. 1.

Bare DT fusion pellet yield —
va laaer energy
absorbed.

to acceptable conditions for subsequent pellet injection and efficient laser-beam penetration. De-

High-velocitypellet injection will probably be

pending on the concept, this could involve the ex-

necessary to minimize pellet heating and to maintain

pulsion of vaporized or ablated material, the for-

stable pellet trajectories. Protection of pellet in-

mation of the lithium layer, or the restoration of

jection ayatema from the hostile cavity environments

a lithium vortex.

will also be required.

To prevent significant loss of tritium by dif-

High-energy, short-pulse lasers will be required

fusion through the reactor-containmentand heat-

for the compreaaion and heating of DT pellets to

transfer loops, very low tritium concentration must

thermonuclearignition and burn conditions. Laser

be maintained In the circulating lithium. This re-

research and development is advancing rapi~ly, and it

quirement further complicates the difficult taak of

is not possible to predict the specific type, or

separating the tritium from the lithium. Several

types, of lasers that may ultimately be moat advan-

separation schemes have been proposed, but none haa

tageous for application in LCTR systems. The laser-

been demonstrated to be superior for this application.

aystem technology that is currently developing most

Conventional energy conversion systems are cur-

rapidly and which shows promise of achieving the

rently receiving most attention for LCTR power plants.

required performance at reasonable cost and operating

Heat from the reactor cavities ia removed by flowing

efficiency is that of the CO system. A conceptual
2
C02 laser design has been developed for use in refer-

changers to sodium. Steam ia generated in sodium-

lithium and is transfered by intermediate heat ex-

ence LCTR design studies. Other potential laser tech-

water steam generatora in secondary coolant loops.

nologies and their characteristicsare shown in

The steam then flows to conventional turbogenerators.

Table II.

Systems involving direct conversion have also been
proposed but are not discussed in this report.
TAELE II

111.REFERENCEDESIGN LCTR SYSTEMS

LASER TECHNOLOGY
Reactor Cavity and Blanket Designs
Type
Characteristics

,

Iodine

=2=—

Typical wavelength,
w

10.6

5.4

1.32

Net efficiency, Z

~ 10

<20

-0.5

Pulse duration, ns

0.1-10 >10

‘0.6

Several LCTR concepts are receiving consideration 9,10 They can be categorized according to the
physical processes by which energy deposition from
pellet microexplosiona is accommodated by the cavity
inner wall.

Energy deposition by x rays, alpha

particles, and pellet debris occurs at, or very near,

.

Extractable energy,
J/k

30-50

Operating pressure,
atm

2-5

>100

30
free surfaces of incidence in structural and coolant

>1

---

materials; whereas the kinetic energy of 14-MeV neutrons ia deposited throughout relatively large material volumes. The front surface of the cavity wall,
to depths of a few pm, must be designed to withstand

3

repeated deposition of - 23% of the energy released

analysis of the ablation and condensationprocesses

by pellet fusion. Blanket-coolantregions must

and of shock phenomena, which could result in exces-

accommodate volumetric deposition of the remaining

sive first-wall erosion or spallation.

- 77% of pellet-energyrelease, in addition to heat

Protection of reactor cavity walls from energetic ionized particles by means of magnetic fields is

conducted from cavity walls.
The wetted-wall concept, which has received the
most extensive analyais of reactor phenomenologyand

an attractive conceptual alternative to ablative
cavity liners. A simple rendition of this concept

assessment of potential technical feasibilityof any

is shown schematicallyin Fig. 3.

I.CTRconcept to date, is characterizedby evaporation

cylindrical,with an axial magnetic field, and is

and ablation of lithium from the inner surface of the

surrounded by a lithium blanket. The pellet injec-

cavity wall.

The cavity is formed by a porous re-

fractory metal (see Fig. 2) through which coolant

The cavity is

.

tion system ia located at the axial center of the
cavity-blanketsystem, and the laser-beam-transport

lithium flows to form a protective coating on the

tubes are arranged symmetricallyabout the axial

inside surface. The protective layer of lithium ab-

and radial center of the cavity. The magnetic field

sorbs the energy of the alpha particles, the pellet

is generated by coils that are exterior to and con-

debris, and part of the x-ray energy; is ablated in-

centric with the lithium blanket. Energy sinks are

to the cavity; and ia subsequentlyexhausted through

located at each end of the cylindrical cavity. De-

a supersonic nozzle into a condenser. The ablative

pending on how the magnetic field is tailored, the

layer is restored between pulses by radial inflow of

kinetic energy of the charged particlea can either

lithium from the blanket region.

be deposited entirely in the axial energy sinks or

A dry-wall concept with an ablative cavity liner

.

it can be partially distributed along the cavity

of amsterial such as carbon is also being considered.

wall in a prescribed manner. Minimal cavity diame-

For such a design, a relatively small mesa of cavity-

ters will be constrained by allowable wall-surface

liner material would be ablated by each pellet microexplosion. The mass of material ablated would depend
on characteristic of the pellet burn, on the ranges
of ionized particles in the ablative material, and on
cavity diameter. The cavity wall would cool sufficiently during the time intervals between successive
pellet microexploai.onsto permit condensationof the
ablated material. Before its credibilitycan be
asseased, this concept requires much more detailed

A
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Lithium-wetted-wallLCTR concept.

Fig. 3. LCTR concept with magnetically-protected
cavity wall.

temperatureincreasee due to x-ray energy deposition.

no cavity wall per se; rather, a cavity is formed by

Cavity liners of materials with low atomic number are

a vortex in a rotating pool of lithium in which pellet

useful for decreasing metal-wall surface temperature

microexplosionstake place. Rotational velocitY is

fluctuations.

imparted to the circulating lithium by tangential

Because of the high depoaition-energy-density

injection at the periphery of the reactor pressure

envisioned, the most attractive energy sinka are

vessel. Bubbles are entrained in the rotating

apparently evaporative andfor ablative materials.

lithium to facilitate attenuation of the energy in

Lithium has a high heat of vaporizationand is being

shock waves created by pellet microexploaions. Ener-

considered for this purpose. Lithium is ablated from

gy deposition by x rays and charged particlesreaults

liquid-lithiumsurfaces that are maintained by axial

in evaporation of lithium from the interior surface

flow from reservoirs. The lithium reservoirs also

of the vortex, but is of small consequence because

serve as axial neutron shields and as fertile mate-

a first-wall structure ia not involved.

rial for the breeding of tritium. The ablated lithium vapor ia removed from the cavity by a staged, con-

Conceptual blanket designs provide for the circulation of liquid lithium through the blanket re-

tinuously pumped vacuum system. A density gradient

gions and associated heat exchangers. Initial esti-

will exist in the vaporized lithium with the density

mates indicate that acceptable tritium breeding

in the thermonuclearburn region being maintained low

ratios (1.07 to 1.40) can be obtained from designs

enough to permit high pulse-repetitionrates. After

containing natural lithium, whose structural re-

removal from the cavity, the lithium vapor is con-

quirements are satisfied by either stainless-steel

densed and circulated through a heat exchanger before

or refractory metal component.

being returned to the heat-sink reservoirs.
Another reactor concept, generally referred to
as the BLASCON,ll shown schematicallyin Fig. 4, has

Pressure waves

are produced in blanket re-

gions (1) from impulses imparted to cavity walls due
to energy deposition and ablation of protective liner
materials, and (2) from pressures generated within

I

the lithium through hydrodynamic coupling between
walls and lithium expansion caused by neutron heating.
Alternative blanket composition maY be advantageous for some concepts, especially the magnetically protected design. Alternatives include stagnant lithium metal, ltihium alloya, and lithium
compounds, any of which could be combined with gas
or heat-pipe cooling. In addition, circulating
lithium salts may be considered.
Laser and Laser-Beam-TransportSystems
The electron-beam-sustained-discharge
C02 system
shows promise of achieving the required performance
at reasonable cost and operating efficiency. Ex-

‘Lli!

perimental C02 lasers now in existence at LASL
provide the basis for designing larger laser systems. The annular power amplifier design, shown
schematically in Figs. 5 and 6, is an extrapolation
of this work.12’13’14 This conceptual C021aser
LITHIUM
OUTLET
i

lus been developed for use in reference LCTR design
studies. The operational characteristicsof the
reference laser design are given in Table III.
Eight laser amplifiers would be necessary to pro-

Fig. 4.

BLASCON LCTR concept.

vide the reference design requirement of 1 FLJper
pulse.

.

J

TABLE III

‘“”7L’%-”-

panlafh!edfdd,

REFEKBNCE DESIGN LASER SYSTEM
Consists of oscillator, preamplifier,and power
amplifier chain; power amplifier is an annular,
subdivided cavity.

E%’N%WA
L
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Fig. 5.

Conceptual design of amular gaa-laser power
amplifier.

/
ziidMaw

..
,.

ElectrcmSOOm

Cathode

‘+

&haIsl~LOSWCdY

Laser cavity gas m~ture

3:1/4:1

Output per power amplifier,
MJ

0.125

Number of aectora per power
amplifier

8

Laser pulse duration, us
-1
Pulse repetition rate, a

<1

Oscillator spectrum

Multil.ine,multiband

Beam flux at output window
aperture, J/cm2

<3

Length and outside diameter
of cavity, m

3xl.5t03x4

Thermal energy removal
requirement,MN

40

Laser energy Out vs
electric energy IT

lo%*

(He:N2:C02)

.

.

30-50

* Current estimetea for C02 lasera indicate a mexiHigher efficienciesmay
mum efficiency of - 8%.
be attainable from other electrically pumped gas
laaer systems.
--3 J/cm2 for repeated, short laser pulaea. To
reduce thermal atreaaes in windows, it will be neceaaary to provide cooling to prevent exceaaive temperature gradients.

Fig. 6.

Cross section of conceptual annular gaa
laaer power amplifier.

The laser-beam-tranaportayatem transporta laser
light from the laaer power amplifiers to each reactor

The power amplifier is pumped by an electric
discharge,with ionization provided by an electron
beam. The annular laaing cavity is subdivided into
eight aubcavitiea,which can be pulsed simultaneously
or individually in a programmed manner. Sequential
pulsing of individual cavities may provide some capa-

cavity and focuses the laser pulse on the fusion
pellet at the center of the cavity. Efficient beam
tranaport

elements

required

●

appear to be desirable for power reactor application.
For pulse ratea in this range, circulation of laaer
gas for convective cooling will be necessary. At

are

●

evacuated

Separation
tion

a toroidal, catoptric beam-focusing device. Laserpulse repetition rates of from 35 to 50 per second

a number of

of

bility for pulsie-shapingby auperimpoeingbeams.
Annular pulses are collected and focused by means of

requires

and a system

optical

light

components

pipes.

Optical

for:
of

gasses

or pressure

of

different

composi-

(windowa);

Beam focusing, diverging, deflection, and
splitting (mirrors);

●

Fast switching of besma; and

●

Amplifier isolation to decouple the laser
from reflected light.

The alkali halides are being developed for infra-

30 pps, the reference-designlaser amplifier will

red-laser window materials and typical metallic re-

require - 40 MU of cooling capacity. The anticipated

flectors are being developed for mirrors. Limits

gaa temperaturerise is - 125 K; thus, the required
gaa flow rate is - 400 m31a.
One of the moat restrictive limitationson laser

amplifier design ia aet by laaer light damage thresholds for window msteri.ala. The experimentallydetermined damage threshold for the alkali halidea is
6

on beam intensity are i.mpoaedby damage threaholde
for windows and mirrors from laser light, which results in requirements for large-diametercomponents.
Becauae the laser subsystem repreaenta a significant fraction of the capital investment of a

.

.

LCTR plant, it will probably be economicallyadvan-

This version of a LCTR power-plant concept in-

tageous to centralize components so that each laser

cludes 16 separate laaer syatema, 16 reactor cavities

system serves several reactor cavities. A central-

with associated beam-transportsystems, and 8 pairs

“ ized laser system requires rapid beam-switchingfrom

of primary lithium-sodiumand sodium-steamheat

laser power amplifiers to selected beam ports. Besm-

exchangers. A lithium-processingand tritium-removal

switching might be accomplishedby rotating mirrors.

system is associated with each lithium-sodiumheat

This scheme would require moving parts in a vacuum

exchanger. Each set of heat exchanger and associated

system with associated requirementsfor bearings and

lithium processing equipment servea two reactor

seals. Very long light pipea could also be required

cavities.

for large multicavity plants with centralized laser

A fuel-pellet injection system is mounted on

systems. It will be necessary to maintain precise

each reactor cavity. Fuel-pellet illuminationby

alignment of optical componentswhich, in turn, re-

laser light is accomplished’by eight laser beams

quires compensation for effects of temperature

arranged in symmetrical array around each reactor

changes, earth tremors, and plant vibrations; and

cavity. Eight of the 16 lasers are fired simulta-

the laaer beam-transportaystema must penetrate, by

neously, and the laser beams are directed successively

indirect paths, the biological shielding surrounding

to respective laser cavities. Each laser has a re-

reactor cavities to prevent radiation streaming.

dundant partner to achieve high reliability and ease

Beam focusing on target wL1l probably require

of maintenance. The reactor cavities are designed

sophisticatedpointing and tracking systems with

for a duty factor of two microexplosions per second

feedback servo systems controlling large mirrors in

per cavity.

vacuum and radiation environments. The final optical

Mechanical and structural isolation is provided

surface with its associatedblowback protection

for each laser system, radioactive cavity and asso-

devices and contaminated vacuum and cooling systems

ciated beam-transportand heat-transfer system,

msY have tO be engineered for frequent replacement.

component-servicingfacilities, and operational and
control areas. It is essential that vibrational

Conceptual 1000-MWe Plant Design

‘disturbancesto the optical laser system be minimized;
Recent considerationof engineered power reactor
systems has led to a conceptual design of a centralstation power plant for the production of nominal
1000 MWe of electric energy. The main system design
problems, which must be dealt with for LCTR power
plants, have been identified;however, system concepts
are evolving rapidly, and, at a given time, inconsistencies may therefore exist between asaumptiona used
In the engineering reference design and the systems
analysis. The concepts discussed in this section
are not totally consistent with those for which the
results of preliminary systems analyses are presented
in Section V.

However, discrepanciesare minor, and

include implied differences in cavity pulse-repetition
rate and in installed capacitative energy storage.
Important considerationswhich led to design choices
included component reliability (high load factor),
redundancy of essential components, access to components for service andfor replacement,and minimization of hazards from radioactivematerials to the
environment and to operating personnel. The overall
plant layout is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Figure 9

thus, laser systems, including power supplies, oscillators, power smplifiera, and waate-heat removal systems, are located in a mechanically isolated, centralized building which is anchored to bedrock.
Reactor cavities are located in a separate, annular
building which encloses the laaer-system building.
Each reactor cavity is in a biologically shielded
enclosure with penetrationa for laser beams, liquidmetal coolant, and the introduction of fuel. Heat
is extracted from reactor cavities by flowing liquid
lithium, is transferred to a sodium loop, and finally
to steam generators. The heat exchangers and lithiumprocessing equipment for each pair of reactor cavities are located in a biologically shielded enclosure
adjacent to the cavity enclosure. Components containing tritium are designed to minimize component
sizes and piping lengths. Control rooms and other
work areas are isolated from the reactor radioactive
areas.
Overhead cranes are provided for removal and
replacement of the laser power supplies. The laser
power amplifier and optical systems are accessible

is an isometric view of the conceptual plant.
7
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Fig. 9.

Conceptual 1000-MWe LCTR power plant, perspective sketch.

Fig. 10a.

Conceptual beam-swLtching
tral laser system.

for cen-

device

through underground passages. Reactor cavities and
cavity components can be removed remotely through

-../

removable shield plugs and transferred to shielded
work areas by a crane. Each reactor cavity can be
isolated from the system for service andlor replacement without affecting the operation of the remainder.
The conceptual beam-switchingsubsystem is shown
in Fig. 10a. Eight of the 16 laser power amplifiers
are pulsed simultaneously.

The eight beams are re-

flected to mirrors mounted on a rotating assembly
that successivelydirects the beams into the beamtransport tubes for each reactor cavity. For the

Fig. 10b. Method of switching prime to backup
lasers.

reference design, the rotating mirror asaembly must
have a rotational velocity of 2 rps, and the laser
systems must have a pulse repetition rate of 32 pps.
Shown in Fig. 10b is the arrangement of mirrors
allowing the selection of either of two laser power
amplifiers to provide each of the eight beams required for each pulse.
Direct beam-transportpath lengths between the
beam-switchingsubsystem and a reactor cavity differ

–’”-5

Shleldirq

‘Quick

Disconnect

FIG.,

by a few meters, which could lead to differences in

Window
P
Oulck
. . . Oiscomwct
Flange

arrival times of laser beams incident on a pellet of
-8
the order of 10
s or ten times the pulse width.
This is compensated for by increasing the shorter
path lengths, with suitably placed mirrors, so that
all path lengths are the same.

*

,

Shielding of the laser system from neutrons and

Fig. 11.

Shielded laser-beam expander.

Accelerated, high-velocity injection of pellets
will probably be required. Mechanical, pneumatic,

y rays originating in the reactor,cavity enclosures

or electrostaticmethods could be used to obtain

is provided by thick walls and indirect laser-beam

high pellet velocities. A pneumatic method is indiPellet guidance concepts include

paths. A shielded beam path is illustrated in Fig.

cated in Fig. 12.

11. A beam expander is necessary at this point to

mechanical aiming of the pellet guide tube, electro-

maintain beam intensity below the damage threshold

static methods, electromagneticmethods, and laser

for windows. The beam expander illustrated includes

beam guidance for pellets with suitable ablative

adequate shielding as well as beam-expanaioncompo–

outer layers. Pellet tracking and aiming of the

nents.

lasers is also expected to be necessary.

IV. CRITICAL LCTR TECHNOLOGIES
L9ulo )+

‘“ ‘“a

Laser Systems

GAY OR LUXIIO DT —?

Laser performance requirements that characterize
conceptual laser designs for reactor application are
being defined by analytical and experimental studies
of DT-pellet fusion. Important laser parameters
that specify laser requirementsare energy per beam,
pulse repetition rate, and electrical-to-lightcon-

,

version efficiency. Additional laser requirements,
which sre not as yet well defined, include acceptable
laser-lightwavelengths and pulse ahapea.
Systems studies of reference-design,centralstation power plants indicate that the production of

-
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economic electric energy from Iaaer fusion will require laaer ayatem outputs of 0.1 to 1.0 MJ per pulse,

Nti

a pulse width of - 1 ns, and an efficiency > 4%. A

Fig. 12. Conceptual cryogenic pellet fabricationand
injection.
A pellet injection system will require protection

pulse repetition rate of 30 to 50 per second is desirable for large (- 1000 MWe) power planta. Requirements on pulse ahape may be such that most of

from cavity blowback. A blowback protection valve is

the energy must be delivered in the final portion

also ahown schematicallyin Fig. 12.

of the l-ns pulse.

The valve oper-

The C02 laser ayatem is developing more rapidly

ates synchronouslywith pellet injection so that the
pellet paases through the bore, but the injection

than others and showa promise of achieving the re-

device ia never directly exposed to x rays or pellet

quired high energy performance at reasonable cost

debris.

and operating efficiency. A conceptual C02 laser

The layout of major equipment in a tritium-

design has been developed for use in reference LCTR

aeparation and fuel-preparationcell for the refer-

design studies based upon experimental C02 laaera

ence LCTR plant is ahown in Fig. 13.

now in existence and being designed at LASL. The

In this process,

liquid lithium-liquidlithium salt extraction in a

reference power amplifier design, shown schematically

centrifugal contactor, with tritium separation from

in Figs. 5 and 6 (see also Table III)

the salt by electrolysis,is utilized to separate

of this work. A modelocking oscillator and preampli-

tritium from the lithium.

ia

the result

fier chain provides a 1OO-J pulse to drive the 0.125ILlpower amplifier. An electron beam is used to
partially ionize the laaing medium and ia followed
by an electric discharge which pumps the N2:He:C02
laaing medium.
Of particular importancewith regard to laser
efficiency is the design of the electrical storage
and conditioning system used to pump the cavity gaa
in the annular amplifier. A pulse-formingnetwork
(PPN) is needed to provide a suitable electricaldischarge waveform with minimum circuit complexity.

J

,.,t!.+=l-ly-),,

The ideal waveform would be a square wave with zero
rise and fall times. The wave shape is important because pumping is efficient only within a range of
applied electric
will

Fig. 13.
10

Schematic of Tritium Recycle Subsystems.

cauae

energy

fields.
to

Thus,

be deposited

a slow
in

rise

the

gas

time
aa

.

heat rather than as population inversion. Becauae

100 k.1coils designed for operation at several pulsea

pumping stopa when the voltage falls below a certain

per second. Life-testing to establish reliability

value, a slow fall will mean that more energy ia left

has not been undertaken; however, no fundamental

in the bank when peak gain is reached. In general,

physics limits have thus far been identified.

better waveforms are achieved at the cost of more
complex networks.

Alternative laser systems for LCTR application
have not been considered in depth in our current

At 30 pps, the reference-designpower amplifier
will require circulation of the cavity gaa for con-

study because other systems have not yet progressed
to the point where engineering development of large

vective cooling. Approximately 40 MW of cooling

lasers ia warranted. There has been some discussion

capacity will be required for each power amplifier.

of the potential of chemical lasers, such as the HF

Moreover, amplifier performance is significantlyde-

laser, but the overall efficiency in converting

graded by excessive temperature.

chemical energy to light, and electrical energy back

Inlet cavity-gas

temperaturerequirementsare expected to be in the

to chemical energy, has not been seriously evaluated.

range of from 300 to 350 K, and the temperaturein-

Electrically pumped gas laser systems ahow promise

crease per pulse is expected to be - 125 K.

of having the high efficiency and low cost necessary

If 10X-efficientelectricallypumped lasera are

for LCTR application. A vigorous program of develop-

used, 10 Ml of electric energy must be generated,

ing alternative lasing media is necessary; and in-

stored, conditioned, and switched for each 1-MJ laser

deed exists in some areas, e.g., CO, iodine, and

pulse. For the reference-designpower plant, PFNs

mercury, should C02 not prove adequate for LC’PR

composed of conventionalcapacitor banks and induc-

application. Another attractive poaaibility, if

tors are aasumed. High-voltage PFN inductance effects

wavelength effects prove significant, ia a frequency-

limit the energy delivered per PFN module to the range

conversion technique such as harmonic generation

of 100 to 200 k.1for efficient tranafer on the re-

which could be 50 - 80% efficient.

quired time scale. Power amplifiers requiring more

Qtics

and Laser-Beam Transport

energy for pumping than this can be supplied by
parallel PFN modules. Electrical energy is trans-

The beam-tranaportsystem will consist of a

ferred from the PFN modules to the load through low-

number of optical elements which must accomplish the

inductance cables. Lifetimes of off-the-shelfcapa-

following:

citors are in the range of 106 pulses. This ia two

●

orders of magnitude less than the number of pulses
required per month from a central laser system for

●

●

technology are desirable and would have a significant
effect on the cost of consumer power from laser-fusion
power plants.
Turbine-drivenhomopolar generators coupled to

●

Pointing and tracking of pellet; and

●

Uniform pellet illumination.

Desirable characteristicsfor transmissionand
reflective optics are:
●

Good optical transmission for windows and

●

Resistance to damage from intense laser

lenses, and high reflectivity for mirrors;

superconductinginductive storage coils may offer
alternative power supplies with more attractive long-

light and possibly x rays, y rays, neutrons,

term reliability. Homopolar generators can now be

and cavity ablative material; and

built to deliver currents in the 1-NA range at voltages in excess of 100 V and with pulse durationa near
0.1 s.

Superconductinginductive storage coils could

provide the necessary voltage increase and pulaeshaping for discharging into laaers. The status of
coil technology is characterizedby experimental

Fast switching of beams, pulse-shaping, and
component isolation;

ponents; however, it is obvious that significant extensions of electrical energy storage and handling

Beam focusing, diverging, static deflection,
and splitting (mirrors);

a large power plant. Part of this increaaed capacity
can be obtained by the installationof parallel com-

Separation of gaaes of different composition
or pressure (windows);

●

Mechanical and thermal properties compatible
with other ayatem requirements.

Promising materials for windows and lenses include the alkali halides (NaCl, KC1, etc.), germanium, and the chalcogenides (GsAs, CdSe, etc.).
Reflecting elements will be made from typical
11

metallic reflecting msteriala including Cu, Au, Al,

on which to base damage-thresholdjudgments for

Ag, Ni, and alloys of these materials. Surface-

radiation damage to optical elements. Some prelim-

finishing techniques include sputtering, polishing,

inary x-ray energy deposition calculationshave been

and micromschining.

done to estimate the severity of the problem. Per-

Prospective elements for fast switching, pulseshaping, and component isolation are:

missible x-ray fluences were based on the criterion
that the compressive atreas induced in the mirror

●

Electro-optic (Pockels,Kerr effect),

surface due to x-ray deposition shall not exceed one-

b

Acousto-optic (Bragg reflection),

half the yield strength of the material. The reaulta

●

Magneto-optic (Faraday rotator),

of these calculations for several prospective mirror

Saturable absorbers,

msteriala are given in Table V.

Diffraction gratings, and

x-ray fluences, x-ray yields from the pellet micro-

●

Expendable membranes.

explosion, and laaer light thresholds,minimum focal
lengths and f-numbers can be determined for the beam

tant to damage from intense laser light, x rays,

into the cavity. Valuea of these quantities for one-

y raya, neutrons, and cavity ablative material.

and eight-laser-beamsystems are also given in Table V.
Minimum focal lengths and f-numbers for pure mate-

Damage mechaniema in windows and lenaea from laser
light are reasonably well understood and are listed

riala, with the exception of aluminum and niobium,

in Table IV.

are somewhat restrictive;however, several alloys

The experimentallydetermined damage

threshold14 for repeated, short (- 1 ns) C02 laaer

listed in Table V appear to have acceptable proper-

pulses is - 3 .Jlcm2. Damage to reflecting elements

ties with regard to x-ray absorption for a wide range

from laser light at intensities below those that

of cavity and beam-transportdesigns.
The secondary y-ray environment ia due primarily

cause surface evaporation is not well understood,
but appears to correlate with surface-temperature

to (n,y) reactions and is not expected to pose sig-

increases. Experimental data for repeated short

nificant problems for the beam-transport system,

pulses are lacking, but extrapolationof data for

provided there is adequate cooling of components.

longer pulse widths indicates a damage threshold

Neutron damage to optical components has not been

of - 10 J/cm2 for repeated, short (- 1 na) C02
15
laaer pulaea.

estimated; it is expected that the formation of

The focusing element that “looks” into the reac-

color centers due to atomic dislocationsmay be izoportant. The presence of cavity ablative material

tor cavity will be exposed to x raya, secondary

on optical surfacea could enhance damage from laser

y raya, neutrona, and possibly cavity atmosphere.

light as well as cauae a general degradation of

Essentially no relevant data have been discovered

optical properties.
TASLEV
IH?LIcATIONS
OF MIRRQR
CONSTRAINTS
DIETO X-RAYDEPOSITION
MICROBSFLOSIONS
FROM10 -J PELLST

TABLE IV
WIWDOWS AND LENSES
Damage Mechanisms from Laaer Light
. Electrical avalanche breakdown induced by
intense optical fields.
●

●

Inclusions which absorb energy more
efficiently than bulk material.
Mechanical stress wavea induced by interaction of laaer light with surface layers
or debris.

. Self-focusingof light beam to destructive
intensities.
. Thermal expansion and subsequentmechanical
distortion or fracture.

Naterial

Permissible
X-ray
Flue ce,
9
J/cm *

0.009
0.0080,005**
Au
0.0090.016**
AZ
0.157
~i*,AU 0.095
AZ-7178 0.691

Hinfmum
Focal
Length,
~

Ninfmum
f-Number
Eight
Beams

Ulnimm
f-Numb@r
Q!L!@!

Cu

28.3

22.4

7.9

A~

30.011.4

23.89.1

8.h3.2

29.921.1

23.716.8

8.45.9

6.7

5.4

1.9

8.7

6.9

2.4

3.2

2.6

0.9
2.0
2.2

Be-Ni

0.138

7.2

5.7

Bt-cu

0.116

7.8

6.2

The compressivestrem induced in the mirror surdue to x-ray depositionshall not exceed one-half the
yield strengthof the material.
●criterion:

Damage Threshold
..3Jlcm2 for repeated, short (- l-ns)Puhea.
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From permissible

●
●

Beam-transport system components must be resis-

.

face

●*RanSea in value result from differenthardeningtreatmsnt#.

.

The tradeoffs among laser light, x-ray fluence,

most important being gas density in the cavity,

and f-number are illustrated in Fig. 14, which plots

wavelength of laser light, and beam intensity. A

the ratio of x-ray to laser-light fluence on the last

reduction by a factor F in light wavelength in-

optical surface veraua f-number with the number of

creases the allowable cavity density for the same

beams aa a parameter. Lines of constant focal length

fraction of beam on target by a factor of approxi-

are also shown. Designs below the dotted lines would

mately F2.

indicate respective mirror materials that satisfy the

more severe will be beam unfocusing. High f-numbers

The more intense the laser beam, the

x-ray criterion discussed above. The circles indi-

result in a larger fraction of the beam being at

cate reference design points adopted for system

high intensity, and nonuniformitiesin beam profile

studies.

result in high-intensityportions of beams.

The reactor cavity atmosphere for each reactor

Fuel Pellets

concept being consideredmay contain ablative materials at the times that successive laser pulses occur.
The highest densities of ablative material are expected in the BLASCON and wetted-wall concepts. sufficient lithium is ablated by nominal pellet microexplosions for these concepts to cause severe laserbeam unfocusing if insufficienttime is allowed for
explusion of this material before the next pulse.

The DT fuel cycle is the only one seriously considered at this time for laser-fusion systems. The
DT reaction la - 100 times more probable than the DD
reaction in the temperature range of 10 to 100 keV.
Even if the higher temperatures and compressions
necessary for the DD cycle become feasible in the
course of laser-fusion research and development, these

Because it is desirable to have as high pulse ratea

conditions would alao permit the burning of smaller

as possible, pumpdown times are of critical impor-

DT pellets at higher pulse rates in smaller cavities.
For the DT cycle, the physical and chemical form

tance.
Optimization of conditions for pulse propagation

of the fuel material has not yet been chosen. Mole-

through cavity media will require detailed systems

cular DT in gaseoua, liquid, or solid form is pre-

studies, becauae involved tradeoffsmust be consi-

ferred. Fuel pellets may be fabricated locally

dered. A number of factors affect the amount of

(cavity-coupledjor remotely and by batch or continu-

beam unfocusing that occurs in lithium vapor, the

ous processes. The selection of the proceaaing
method will be largely determined by the selection of
pellet materials and design. Bare, solid DT spheres
would be produced in a continuous, cavity-coupled
cryogenic process. Requirements for fuel purity and
design tolerances are expected to be strict and will
affect the choice of fabricationmethod. Cavitycoupled fabricationmethods would be expected to pose
unique problems in sampling and rejection of pellets
that fail to meet design specifications.
The domain of acceptable pellet parameters will
be dependent on the available laaer energy per beam,
on wavelength, on beam symmetry, and on pulse shape
in space and time. Compromises in pellet-design complexity may have to be accepted if the quality of
laser beams is inadequate for good beam-pellet coupling with simple pellets.

I

Fusion Pellet Thermonuclear Energy Release
Reactor design analysis is dependent, to first

j NUMBER
Fig. 14. Ratio of x-ray to laaer light fluence vs
final optics f-number.

order, on the following pellet design parameters;
●

Total laser energy required for pellet
fusion,

13

b
●

TAELE VI

Net energy gain from pellet fusion, and

TYPICAL ENERGT RELEASE SPECTRA FROM

Energy release forma and spectra from

A 99-MJ DT PELLET MICROEXPLOSION

pellet fusion.
Knowledge of the total laser energy required

Mechanism

Fraction
of Total
Enargy
Release

X rays

0.01

for efficient pellet fusion is important because this
sets the goals for lasers to be developed. Based on
laser fusion-pelletcalculations for bare DT spheres,

Particles
Per Pulse

Avarage
Energy Par
Particle

.

‘4 keV peak

the laser energy needed for significant thermonuclear
energy gain is between 0.1 and 1 MJ per pulse. These
calculationsindicate that energy gains of between
50 and 100 are achievable with such lasers.
Calculations of fusion-pelletburn physics have
been made for small DT spheres.4,5 The implosion
efficiency of fusion pellets has been characterized

.

a particles
that
escapa
plasma

0.07

Plasma
kinetic
energy

0..L5

2 MeV

2.2X1019

as functions of laaer-pulse time scale, shape, and
a particlee

1.3x1019

“
:%

0.6MeV

densities (approximately103 to 104 g/cm3), so that

Deuterons

1.2x.lo20
Z.
~:

0“3Mev

a particles and photons released by thermonuclear

Tritons

1.2X1O

intensity. For net energy release, the central region of the pellet must be compressed to very high

reactions are partially recaptured in the compreesad

Nautrons

0.77

3.3xlo19

~~

0.4 MeV
14.1 MeV

pellet material, resulting in “boot-strap”heating.
For efficient pellet burn, the laser pulse must also
be tailored in time in such a manner that initial
compression of the central pellet region is adiabatic,
and shock-heatingoccurs primarily in the latter
etages of the implosion.
Approximately 1 NJ of laser energy ia required
on a bare DT target for an energy gain of 100, i.e.,
for a 1OO-MJ thermonuclearenergy release. Results
of a typical calculation of energy release forms and
spectra for a 1OO-M.Jmicroexplosionare given in
Table VI.

(

debris. Investigationsare being carried out of the
interactionsbetween photons, pellet debris, and the
several materials that may be present in the cavity
as a result of previous pellet microexplosions to
determine whether well-structured shocks can exist.
There are many aspects of fusion-pelletdesign
and thermonuclearenergy release yet to be thoroughly
investigated,both analytically and experimentally.
There is concern, e.g., that preheating and decoupling
problems associated with the use of 10.6-vm C02 laser
light3 may exist; however, it is believed that such

The energy released must pass through, or interact with, the material which was ablated during the
pellet implosion and compression stage; pass through,
or interact with, any ambient gas in the cavity; and,

problems, if they in fact materialize, can be solved
by appropriate fusion-pelletdesign. It is essential
that theoretical investigationsbe verified by experiment.

finally, interact with the cavity wall and structure.
The expansion dynamics are important because the temporal profiles will determine the impulse on the
cavity wall.

The 14-MeV neutrone and the - 2-MeV U

Reactor Cavity and Blanket Design
Reactor Cavities - The reactor cavity is the moat
hostile environment associated with a LCTR power plant.

particles will pass essentiallyunaltered through

Interactionsbetween the products of fusion-pellet

the blowoff layer and ambient gas to the cavity wall.

microexplosionsand cavity-wallmaterials are expected

The photons and pellet debris may first interact with

to severely limit the lifetimes of high-power-density,

the blowoff layer. Such interactionsare dependent

minimum-size cavitiea.

on the blowoff gas density in the blowoff layer and

Energy deposition by relatively soft x rays in

on other particle species in the reactor cavity.

stainless steels and refractory metals occurs in a

High ambient gas densities will give rise to a spher-

very thin layer in the cavity wall, i.e., a large

ically expanding hydroshock driven by tha pellet

fraction of the x-ray energy resulting from a DT

14

.

.

microaxplostonis deposited at the surface within a
depth of - 10 m.

Energy deposition from x rays can

lead to very large metal-surface temperature increases
for unprotected surfaces; however, surface tsunperature
fluctuations are reduced appreciablyby protective
layers of materiale with low atomic number. Included
among the materials being considered for this purpose
are lithium, beryllium, and carbon.
Of crucial importance for deteriming cavity size
llmits for some concepts are x-ray spectra and fractional yields. Extrapolationsfrom low-yield pelletmicroexploslon calculationsindicated that x-ray spectra could be approximatedreasonablywell by a 3-keV
blackbody spectrum. The x-ray spectra from two
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1OO-MJ pellet microexplosioncalculations (Case A
and Case B) are plotted in Fig. 15 together with a
3-keV blackbody spectrum for comparison showing that
the blackbody spectrum is not a very good approxima-

Fig. 16. Niobium surface-temperatureincreaae versus
x-ray fluence
The ranges in liquid metals and structuralmate-

tion of the x-ray spectra for these two cases. The

rials of the a particles and particles in the pellet

spectrum from Case B is being used for x-ray energy

debris described in Table VI are of the order of

deposition calculations.

1 mg/cm2 leadlng to penetration depths less than

Metal-surface temperature increases are given in

5 pm for materials of interest for LCTR cavity con-

Fig. 16 as functions of x-ray fluence for bare niobium

struction. This fusion-energydeposition mechanism

and for niobium covered with 1 and 2 mm of liquid

constitutesone of the most severe constraints oti

lithium. Equal metal-surface temperature increases
result for bare niobium and niobium covered with 1 mm

LCTR cavity design. Recent experiments on helium
16
ion irradiationof vanadium and niobium provide

of lithium with a difference greater than a factor of

graphic evidence of the first-wall blistering prob-

two in x-ray fluence.

lem which challenges reactor designers.
The considerationsoutlined above have led to
reactor-cavitywall concepts which employ layers of
evaporative or ablative materials to protect the interior surfaces of reactor cavities. Preliminary
evaluations of both liquid-metal and solid cavitywall protective layers have been made.

The results

of these analyses indicate that protection by a liquid metal such as lithium may be the most Practical,
approach; however, experimental investigationof
these findings should have a high priority.
Protection of cavity walls from energetic iOnized particles by means of magnetic fields is an
attractive conceptual alternative to ablative cavity

,

liners. The results of preliminary calculations in-

t

!
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dicate that magnetic fields of less than 5 kG are
adequate for this purpose and that the penalty in
recirculatingpower is minimal. An aspect of such

Fig. 15.

Calculatedx-ray spectra from - 1OO-MJ pellet microexelosionand comparativeblackbody spectrum.

concepts, which has not been investigated carefully,
is the performance of energy sinks into which the
energetic charged particles are deposited.

The final current conceptual approach to the

represent the wetted-wall concept)

i.a

described in

problem of accommodatingenergy deposition by x raya,

Table VII and Fig. 17. The basic reactor model

u particlea, and pellet debris ia the BLASCON design

indicated by solid lines in Fig. 17. The wall indi-

ia

in which pellet microexplosionstake place in a vor-

cated by dotted lines waa included at constant thick-

tex formed in a rotating pool of lithium. Outstanding

ness, but at variable radial position to determine

unanswered questions for this concept relate to pos-

the sensitivity of varioua neutronic responses to the

sible problems associated with the restorationof the

introductionof additional structural material. The

lithium vortex between pellet mlcroexploaionaand the

principal results of these calculationsare: (1) tri-

entrainmentof bubbles in the rotating lithium to at-

tium production aa a function of radial position and

tenuate shock wavea created by pellet microexploaiona.

overall tritfnm breeding ratio, (2) neutron economy,

Experimentalwork i.abeing done at the Oak Ridge Na-

(3) energy depositionas a function of radial posi-

tional Laboratory to investigate these problems. A

tion, and (4) various neutron-damageeffects.

.

fundamentaldisadvantageof the BLASCON concept is
that it admits only one laser beam. One-sided illu-

TABLE VII

mination of pellets by a single laaer beam accentuates

LCTR CALCULATIONALMODEL

all the problems of laaer development,mirror design
and construction,and pellet design. Depending on
Outer Radius, m

BLASCON concept may or may not be a limiting factor.

0.989

Li vapor

1.000

60:40
Nb:Li

Blanket Design - Functional requirements for
LCTR blanket regions include the breeding of tritium
and the removal of heat. Other requirementsare related to the dissipation of pressure wave energies
which result from neutron-energydeposition in the

(0.075-m-thick
additional structure)*

%

4.679:
0.224

7.i’13t
0.047

Li

0.478

1.796

90:10 Vol %
Nb:Li

7.713:
0.047

2.096

Li

0.472

2.121

m

8.570

Conceptual blanket designs provide for the circulation of liquid lithium through the blanket, to re-

VO1

0.0018

90:10 Vol %
Nb:Li

blanket and structural region, and from cavity-related 1.696
phenomena.

Density,
kg/m3x.l.0-3

Material

the outcome of current research, this aspect of the

(

move heat and tritium produced by neutron reactions
with the lithium. Containmentof tritium within the
blanket and associated piping and heat exchangers ia

* Radial posit.ionvariable.

of extreme importance both because of the biological
hazard resulting from the release of tritium to the
environment and because of the value of tritium to
the DT fuel cycle.

OUTER UTHNIMBLANKET~

f-STRUCTURAL

WALL

LIT

Pressure wavea are produced in the blanket
region both from forces on the cavity wall due to

NNER

energy deposition and ablation of protective liner
materials, and from pressures generated within the
lithium through hydrodynamic coupling between walls
and lithium expansion caused by neutron heating.

.

Wetted-wall reactor studies indicate that it may be
difficult to prevent high-frequencyoscillation
(ringing)of inner and outer walla.
El? WALL

Neutronics - Calculationshave been done to sur-

IUMSLANKET

vey some neutronica aapects of laser-fusionreactors.
Spherical calculationalmodels were used, and a typical example of such

16

a

model (which waa used to

Fig. 17. LCTR calculational

.

The overall tritium breeding ratio for the basic

reactor design and analysis; but theoreticalmodels

design (i.e., without additional structure) is 1.48.

are not yet adequate for correlatingwith confidence

There is approximatelyequal tritium production from
6
Li and 71S if natural lithium is used. The total

the irradiationdata obtained in different neutron

energy deposition per original 14-MeV neutron is 23

data are urgently needed as a basis for improved

spectra. Additional high-neutron-energyirradiation

MeV, consisting of 16 MeV directly from neutron in-

theoreticalmodele.

teractions, 3.48 MsV from secondary y-ray absorption,

Materials Technology

and 3.52 MeV from a particlea. Introductionof the

Reactor cavity meteriala environments have been

additional structuralwall, as indicated in Fig. 17,

described previously (see Sections 111 and IV).

reduces the tritium breeding ratio to the range of

Protection of cavity inner walls from damage by a

1.07 to 1.40 as the outside radius of this wall varies

particles and pellet debris is one of the most

from 1.075 to 1.695 m.

challenging problems facing designers of laser-

Neutron damage will be most severe for the wall

fusion reactor cavities. Evaporation, ablation,

surrounding the central cavity. Estimates have been

and condensationof protective cavity liners will

made of neutron-damageeffects in the first wall of .

require extensive research for adequate understand-

each of the cavity concepts being evaluated, except

ing. The effects of essentially instantaneous ener-

the BLASCON which has no such structural component.

gy deposition near surfacea of structural components

These data are summarized in Table VIII; given for

also require investigation. Some problems may be

each cavity design for one year of operation at the

associated with the design and fabrication of com-

indicated power level are 14-MeV neutron fluence,

posite walls for the dry-wall and magnetically pro-

number of displaced atoms, and the amounts of inter-

tected concepts. These problems arise from the

stitial gaa production.

mismatch in thermal expansion and irradiation-

The neutron fluences and amounts of helium pro-

induced swelling between protective and structural

duced are quite large for some designs at the indi-

materials, which might result in span

cated power levels. As more information is accumu-

protective layer.

of the

Cavity walls will alao be subject to severe

lated, limiting design criteria are expected to
evolve. The selection of optimum designs will re-

radiation damage from 14-MeV neutrons. Degradation

quire systems studies of tradeoffsbetween cavity

in the physical and mechanical properties of struc-

power levels, cavity radii, and cavity replacement

tural materials can be expected. A large body of

schedules.

experimentaldata exists from the fission-reactor

The effects of 14-MeV neutron and 3.5-MeV a

program on the effects of nuclear irradiation on

particle irradiationsof structuralmaterials are

the physical and mechanical properties of stainless

largely unknown. The data accumulated from the

ateela, nickel-base alloys, and zirconium-base

fission-reactorprogram are also of value for fusion

alloys. Very little information has been generated
for the high-temperaturerefractory materials usu-

TA2.LE VIII

ally considered for fusion-reactorcavity walls.

s2uTn0N D6SACC E5T2CTS IN UV1’N
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Baaed on the relatively small amount of data avail-

Mm(M, ity
Mdiuso
m

Al ,umed
rheruz
P.*.
Level
w
Cmltyo
hv

able, it appears that neutron irradiationmay result
14 HeV
Wtlyxzo

-21

@.

at m.1
atom-,

G“

in significant decreases in the elastic moduli, al-

?cOductlm

-

.

2

though these effects are apparently minimized if
operating temperaturescan be maintained above half
17
the material melting point temperature.

C.rbom1 imed

1.83

1000

B.,.
2Uobi-

5.95

1000

27

2.5

172

920

16

89

Zn
26

3bmwi.ally
*t.t.e-

The greatest uncertainty with regard to the
effects of neutron irradiation on structural materials is due to the production of copious amounts
of interstitialgas fron (n,p) and (n,a) reactions.

ced bare
“.U (cylindrical)

2.4

Wetud
“an

1.67

1000

100

L9mu

3.2

100 w

21

%5

112

mu

157 ml.

32

Loss of ductility due to interstitial helium has
been experimentally investigatedby cyclotron

17

18
irradiationwith a particlea.

Stainless steel

compatiblewith the refractorymetals up to tempera-

suffers a severe loss of ductility,which becomes

tures of 1275 K or greater.

progressivelyworse with increasing temperatureand

steel

helium concentration. Loss of ductility due to
19
helium implantationshas been reported to be severe

corrosion

for vanadium and niobium alloya, but minimal for

remain

alloys of molybdenum (T2M).

welds

Blanket Materials - The choice of blanket cool-

presents

difficulties

One of
that

the major

of

of

is

tures (775 to 1275 K) and the necessity to breed

lithium-purification

tritium. Prospective materials are lithium, flibe

vided

(Li2-BeF4),helium, and (possibly)heat pipes con-

in
Note

joints

the walls.

anta ia determined by anticipated operating tempera-

strongly

dependent

reactor
that

at

the

stainless

solution-type

are

above

problems

corrosion
that

of

of

temperatures

materials

maintaining

and brazed

The use

because

and mass transfer

750 K.

cation

22

will

resistances

necessary

for

fabri-

In general,

corrosion

in

upon purity

control.

Therefore,

equipment

will

have

lithium

systems.
restrictions

on blanket

design

due

to

too costly or too difficult to remove tritium from

aPPear much less demanding for LCTR concepts than for
magnetically confined concepts. Assuming that tri-

circulating lithium, there are apparently fewer prob-

necessity

of

obtaining

adequate

breeding

ratios

lems associated with the use of lithium than with

tium doubling times of the order of a year are satis-

flibe. The disadvantagesof flibe result from its

factory, very rugged cavity and blanket structures

highly corrosive nature and from some of its trans-

with natural lithium coolant are possible with

mutation products. Gas- and heat-pipe-coolingmight

acceptable breeding ratios.

be advantageouswhen coupled with tritium-breeding

Laser and Laser-Beam Transport Wterfals - Al-

materials such as stagnant lithium, lithium alloys,

though laser designs for LCTR application have not

or lithium compounds.

been determined in detail, no particularly unique

Techniques for fabricating large structures from
refractory metals remain to be demonstrated. Some ex-

ated with (X32laser systems except for window materials. Windows must have good optical transmission

tures from niobium in the space program. Fabrication

and be resistant to damage from intense laser light

procedures such as welding apparently pose no aigni-

and possibly from x rays, y rays, and neutrons. They

ficant problem for any of the prospectivematerials

must also have mechanical and thermal properties com-

except molybdenum, which forms brittle weld zones.

patible with other system requirements. Prospective

However, promising progress has recently been reported in developing brazing techniques for molybdenum.20

materials include the alkali halidea (NaCl, KCl, etc.),
germanium, and the chalcogenides (GsAs, CdSe, etc.).
Damage from laaer light to infrared window mate-

produced in the structural materials and in the

rials is generally assumed to be thermal in origin.

lithium coolant. The formation of hydrides and the

Major importance is attached (1) to increasing the

resulting embrittlementcould be a serious problem.

mechanical strength by developing polycrystalline

Niobium and vanadium do form stable hydrides at low
temperatures;however, hydrogen volubility in these

materials and (2) to reducing the absorption constant
23
Recent experience
to its lowest possible value.

materials decreases rapidly with increasing tempera-

indicates that limitations on laser light intensity

ture. If reactor cooldown can be programmed in such a

in infrared window materials are determined more by

manner that hydrogen

ia

allowed to diffuse out of

impurities than by intrinsic materials properties.

these materials during high-temperatureoperation and

Changes in window geometry and possible fracture are

before room temperaturesare reached, hydrogen em-

important problems resulting from temperature gradi-

brittlement may not be a problem for these materials.

ents due to repeated short pulses of intense laser

Molybdenum does not form hydrides and has a very low

light through large windows.

hydrogen volubility. More informationabout the
21
hydriding effect in steel is required.
The problem of liquid-metalcorrosion of structural materials must also be considered. Lithium is

18

(

or demanidng materials problems appear to be associ-

perience has been gained in fabricatinglarge struc-

Large amounts of hydrogen and tritium will be

.

to be pro-

taining potassium as the working fluid. Unless it is

the

*

in

There has been substantialprogress within the
last few years in the understanding of laser damage
mechanisms in window materials and in the development of materials which are resistant to such

.

.

I
damage. Continued improvement is expected, especially
from better quality control.

in the LCTR reactor cavities may be accomplished

Typical metallic reflectors (e.g., Cu, Au, Ni,

.

Recovery of unburned tritium from the fuel debris

separately from the recovery of the tritium bred in

Mo) are being developed for mirrors. Little is un-

the blanket material and may involve a different

derstood about damage from laser light to metallic

separation process from that applied to the blanket

surfaces, other than that it is believed to be ther-

tritium.
26 of
25
J. S. Watson
of ORNL and J. L. Anderson

mal. There ia also a lack of experimentaldamage
data for repeated short laser pulses.
●

LASL, have summarized tritium handling and lithium-

Very significantprogress is being made in the

tritium separation problems applicable to magneti-

development of mirrors. Surface-finishingtechniques,

cally confined fusion-reactorsystems. Their work

including superpolishing,aputtering,and micro-

also appears to be directly applicable to LCTR sys-

machining are being rapidly improved. There has also

tems. Both researcher point out that, due to the

been recent successful research in developing dielec24
tric coatings for mirrors. Coating with reflectivi-

scarcity of experimentaldata on tritium in lithium
at low concentrations,significantuncertainties

ties greater than 99.8% can now be fabricated routine-

exist as to the feasibility and ranges of application

ly .

of any of the known separation methods. Watson preThe focusing mirror that “looks” into the reactor

sents data favoring separation with semipermeable

cavity is subject to damage from x rays, y rays, neu-

membrane technology,whereas Anderson proposes liquid-

trons, charged particles, and possibly cavity ablative

liquid extraction with a molten salt. Other methods

material. Energy deposition on this reflecting sur-

have been suggested.

face may result in distortion and even surface span.

Because, at this time, experimental data do not

Atomic dislocations due to neutron collisionsmay

exist to provide a basis for the selection of any

result in damage to the optical surface as a result

one method, a research and development effort is re-

of the formation of color centers. The deposition

quired to acquire the basic physical chemical data

of cavity ablative materials on the reflecting sur-

and to investigate the several promising separation

face could enhance damage due to laser light. Essen-

concepts.

tially no data exist on which to base damage thresholds due to cavity-relatedphenomena. Experimental
data must be generated to provide answers

to

these

Purification, liquefaction,and isotope adjustment in the tritium fuel cycle are based on more con21
ventional technology.
The sequence of operations

questions.

in the reference plant following the separation of

Tritium Processing Subsystems

T2 and DT from the lithium primary coolant and cavity

Separation of tritium from the blanket material
in a LCTR power plant is one of the major subsystems

debris is the chemical purification of the tritium
followed by liquefaction and cryogenic purification
This mixture is ad-

associatedwith laser-fusionpower. The nature of

to produce liquid T2 and WT.

the separation technique will be governed by require-

justed stoichiometricallyby cryogenic distillation

ments for low tritium concentrationin the blanket-

or by the addition of deuterium, as required, and

snd reactor-coolantsystem. There are three reasons
for maintaining a low tritium inventory

to

minimize

tritium leakage by diffusion to the environment during

the stoichiometricDT is then transported to the
fuel-pellet fabrication and injection devices.
v.

PARAMETER STUDIES AND TRADEOFFS

operation, to minimize the tritium inventory that
could be released from the primary system in an accident, and to minimize the tritium fuel held in inven-

General
The first stages of LCTR performance and sensi-

tory so that for a given breeding ratio the overall

tivity studies have centered on the development of

doubling time is minimized.

the ——
tradeoff and —analysis program TROFAN and on examination of several first-order effects of LCTR

The tritium handling subsystem may be subdivided
into sub-aubsystems;tritium separation from blanket

parameter variations. This program is designed to

(or cavity debris), purification, liquefactionand

simulate energy, mass, and dollar flows for the

isotope adjustment, snd fuel-pellet fabrication.

reference LCTR central-stationpower plant.

Figure

19

18 is a schematic of the energy and mass flows in a

of reactor cavities; it may be completely

LCTR power plant. Power cost is calculated aa the

distributedwith each reactor cavity beam

primary figure of merit by TROFAN.

port being assigned to its own unique laser

Program TROFAN Organization

system; or it may be any combinationof
centralized or distributed electrical sys-

Version I of the program is oriented aa follows:

ganization, and energy and mass balances. It is de-

BMT - The efficiency and cost of the beam-trans-

●

signed as a system simulation to accommodatea large

port systems. The types and distributions

number of variable parameters. Laser-beam energy on

of lasers and reactor-cavitybeam ports.

target and net plant electrical power are fixed, and

Constraints on the beam-transportsystem

the necessary number and characteristicsof reactor

include maximum allowable mirror and window

components are calculated. Calculationsperformed

laaer fluences. From these criteria and

.

the number of optical surfaces, the beam

in TROFAN include:
●

.

tems, power amplifiers, etc.

TROFAN - The main program provides calculationalor-

transport costs are calculated.

LAS - The energy and coat parameters associated
with the laser subsystems. Laser capital

CAV - Cavity dimension, weight, and cost for three

●

cost for various laser system configura-

cavity types; wetted wall, magnetically-

tions. The laser system may be central-

protected wall, and lithium vortex (BLASCON).

ized with a single, or small number of

CST -“Energy produced and cost information are

●

combined into a single objective function,

lasers switching between a larger number

(
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net power cost. The operating
sum of

cost

the amortized

is

gtven

as the

cost,

fuel costs, estimated maintenance

TABLE IX (cent.~

capital

costs, laser and auxiliary (i.e., fuel
system, megnetics, beam vacuum, etc.) costs,

Vessel wall
thicknesses,cm
First wall

1.0

1.0

---

and other miscellaneous operating costs.

Inner vessel.

5.0

5.0

—-

Provision is made for variable amortization

Outer wall

10.0

10.0

25.4

rates based on individual component mean-

Blanket
envelope

2.5

2.5

2.5

---

---

1

0

—-

Ss
m

Ss

Ss

Nb

---

8

8

1

>1.2

>1.2

>1.2

lifetime criteria and for individual duty
cycles.
Tradeoff Analysis
The results presented in this section are taken
from parametric studies in progress and are intended
as an illustrationof the systems studies methodology,
not as being representativeof final conclusions to
be drawn from these studies.

First well/liner
parameters
Energy deposition, J/cm2
Affected thickness, mm
Rasctor materiels
Structure
First wall

More definitive LCTR models, being developed,
will make meaningful comparisons of alternative reac-

Beams per

cavity

Breeding ratio

t6r concepts possible. The parametric comparisons
Reference Laser
Design

presented here will undoubtedly change.
Calculationswere made to

compare

characteris-

Central laser source; C02 E-beam pumped

tics of nominal 1000-MWe plants with 1-MJ laser

Energy per pulse, MJ

energy per pulse on bare DT spherical pellets. The

-1
Pulse repetition rate, s

30-ko

nominal reference design parsmetera are listed in

Efficiency, %

10

Wavelength, pm

10.6

Pulse width, ns

0.1-1

Table IX.

Capital and power costs are summarized

0.125

TABLE IX
Fluence on laet optical surface, .Jicm2 10
NOMINAL REFERRNCE DESIGN PARAMETERS, 1150 MWe
3X0.35X4

Length x width x diameter, m
Wet Wall Mag. Shield BLASCON
Normal power per
cavity, NW
Net electrical
power per cavity,
MM

100

1000

10

300

3

Number of cavities 35

4

345

Circulating power,
27
z

29

27

30

Net plant efficien29
cy, z
Thermal-electric
conversion efficiency, %
-1
Pulse rate, s
Pellet irradiation geometry

28.5

29

Reference Beam Transport System
Number of beams per cavity

lor8

Number of mirrors per beam

8

Number of wLndows per beam

1

Reflectivity of mirrors

0.995

Trsnsmissivityof windows

0.97

Maximum laser flux on windows, J/cm2

3

Maximum laser flux on mirrors, J/cm2

10

Transmissivityin reactor media

>0.98

Limiting x-ray flux, J/cmz

0.16

Neutron flux, J/cm2

40

40

40

1

10

0.1

Final optical surface

Onesided

Diameter of final optical surface, m

Spherical

Spherical

Reactor dimensions
Shape

Sphere

Cylinder

Cavity radius, m

1.7

2.4

s

Sphere
---

Lithium blanket
thickness,m

1.0

1.0

1.

Outer radius, m

2.8

3.1

1.1

A2/Ni mirror
3.57 or 1.26

Focal length, m

6.7

Net beam transport efficiency, Z

91

Reference Design Pellet
Bare DT sphere
Gain from fusion (1 MJ laser pulse)

100

21

TABLE X
.

12’.

REFERENCE REACTOR COST SUMMARY

18.
17.

Mag.
Wetted Protected
Wall
BIASCON
wall

16 .
15. .
14 .

System Characteristic
Net elect. output,
MWe

.

Ir

1160

1140

1150

12. .

No. of reactor
veaaela

40

4

397

10 ,

Net eff., Z

29

29

* ,

Il. .

b

21U3CON

28.5

0.274

Capital Costa, 106 $
Laaera

0.287

2

I

e

?.

REACTOR

22

Beam tranaport

22

20

3

184

35

159

Generating plant

135

135

133

28
---

25

40
---

Struct., elect.

182

Fixed coata

10
182

PIJXE

10

345

RATE

20

4
20

(S-l)

22

133

Magnetic system

74

0.274

Reactor

Fuel ayatem

i

“t

Circulating power
fraction

Fig. 19.

The aenaitivityof power coat to pellet gain ia
ahown in Fig. 20. A pellet gain
for

181

1

1

1

520

413

721

Effect of reactor pulse rate on net power
ayatems.
coat for reference reactor

economic

haa been

Note

operation.

confined

to pure

of

-

that

fusion

50 ia

the work

ayatema.

required
to date

The addi-

tional gain in power that could be obtained in a
Total Capital Cost

hybrid fusion-fiaaionreactor with depleted uranium
or thorium in the blanket may warrant investigation.

Power Costa, mills/kWhe

Figure 21 diaplaya the tangenta to the power coat

Capital amortization

7.82

6.31

10.95

Fuel

0.25

0.25

0.25

va gain curve at the nominal design point and indi-

Labor and maintenance

0.50
——
8.57

0.50

0.50

catea the relative aenaitivity to pellet gain.

7.06

11,70

Net Power Coat

Power coat ia plotted aa a function of laaer
efficiency in Fig. 22. Laser efficiancieaabove 4%

in Table X.

are apparently required for economic operation.

The total net power coata vary by less

than a factor of two, which ia probably well within
‘“~

the range of uncertaintiesin the anelyaia at this

‘d

time. The intent of this comparison ia to show the

I \

\

i

18. -

capability of the code and not to indicate the
17. -

relative ranking of the various concepts. The sensitivity atudiea diacuaaed below are probably the

.

la. .
15. -

moat uaefu.1at this time.
From Fig. 19, it may be seen that the system ia
highly sensitive to reactor cavity pulse rate. The
BU.SCON fa the only concept capable of economic

5
<
.;~
0
0
~

,4. .
13. 12- II .-

operation at very low pulse ratea, and the magneti-

$

,.. .

.

cally protected concept requirea a relatively high
9 .-

pulse rate for economic operation. Choices of one
pulse every ten aeconda for BLASCON, one pulse per

8 ..

L

second for the wetted wall.,and ten pulaea per
PELLET

second for the magnetically protected concept were
based on the beat informationavailable, but are
neceaaarily somewhat arbitrary.
22

Fig. 20.

OAIN

‘

Sensitivity of reference reactor power coat
to pellet gain.
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Fig. 24.
LASER

22.

30

REFERENCE UNIT LASER COST

7

Fig.

20

wAG WALL

e--

function of

t
+5

!-

Sensitivity of power coat to laser unit
coats for distributed end central laser
systems.

t

1

,

,

,

i

I

i

pellet gain and of the efficienciesof the laser,
beam transport, and electric-generatingsubsystems.
Relative sensitivitiesare indicated in Fig. 23 for
the wetted-wall design. The other concepts show
similar behavior.
Figures 24 and 25 show the sensitivity of net
power cost to laser system configurationand nomiml
unit laser

costs.

A more recent estimate of laser

I

capital costs for megajoule systems indicates that
the $201J reference design cost is apparently too
low. Thirty dollars per joule may be realistic for

Fig. 25. Effect of laser unit cost variations on
power coat.
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advanced systems and $50/S or more is representative

●

Safety,

of near-term technology.

●

Thermal pollution, and

●

Resource utilization.

For the systems considered in this initial
tradeoff study, fuel pellet cost

is

not

critical

in

Conaiderationarelating to radioactive contamithe range examined (Fig. 26). Considerable investination ariae from neutron activation of structures
gation will be necessary bafore detailed evaluation
of fuel cycle costs can be made.

The nominal refer-

and coolant, the production and handling of tritium,
and radioactive waste diapoael. Activation of

ence designs were beeed on stainleaa-eteelconstrucstructure and coolant ia strongly dependent on
tion (except for the first well). The coat adjust-

the materials used. Historically, there has been

ment that is made when all walls of the wetted-wall
widespread considerationof niobium structure in
concept are made of niobium ia indicated in Table XI.
conceptual design studies, thus requiring evaluation
VI.

sAFETY ANrIENVIRONMENTAL

CONSIDERATIONS

of the niobium activation problem. Niobium activation would be comparable in magnitude to that of

The potential environmentalimpact of laser
fueion can be divided into the following ereaa of
concern:
●

fuel elements end structures in a liquid metal fast
28
breeder reactor of the same size.
Afterheat
probably is not of sufficientmagnitude to make

Radioactive contamination,

leas-nf-coolantconsiderationsimportant; however,
repair and replacement of reactor cavity and blan-

20,

/’

19+

IS

1-

/

//4

I

/d

17 O-REFERENCE

ket componentswill have to be done remotely.
Materiels other than niobium are being considered for reactor structures. The most attractive

DESIGN

refractorymaterial with regard to induced activity

Is Is. -

is vanadium. Afterheat snd biological hazard for

14

vanadium would be several orders of magnitude lower

13. -

then for niobium for times after shutdon cf - 100
29
daya and longer.
Other alternatives for reactor

12, II

-

structures include molybdenum and nonrefractory

10

materials such aa stainless steal.and aluminum.

9

St

i

?,~

The greatest potential radioactive hazard ia
due to tritium. It will be neceaaary to minimize
tritium leakage during normal operation and to

FUEL PEuET

minimize tritium inventories in order to reduce the

COST (mill/pollot)

effects of an accidental release. Conceptual LCTR
26.

Reference reactor power cost sensitivity
to variation of individual fuel pellet
cost.

power plants lend themselvesvery well to stringent
tritium controls becauae of their modular nature.
Because compact coolant loops and processing systems
which minimize the lithium and tritium inventory

TABLE XI

can be convenientlydesigned, the conceptual plant

REFERENCE REACTOR COST ADJUSTKENT FOR
WETTED-WALL REACTOR FABRICATION
WITH NIOBIUM

described In Section 111 includes ten separate and
independent tritium-hendli.ng
systems.
The problem of waste disposal has been put in

Capital Costa (106 $)
Reactor system increment

perspective by data presented in Refs. 28 and 30.
+263
For fission reactora the worst products are the

Power Cost (mill/kWh)
Revised power cost
Increment in power coat

long-lived isotopes of strontium, cesium, end plu12.6
4.0

t&ium?l
waste lwel

Their total cumulative steady-state
is “ 0,15 Ci/Iielectrical of installed

capacity. Similar considerationsfor a fusion

24

.

reactor

the

would result in -

reactor

were

0.6

Ci/W

electrical

if

made entirely of niobium or in

- 0.0006 Ci/IJif it were made of vanadium. The

than currently expected or by the development of
fusion pellets with larger gains than now predicted,
either or both of which are hlghl.ypossible.

problem for fusion reactors is diminished, probably

A potential environmentalproblem associated

by orders of magnitude, because the activated struc-

with LCTR power plants which has not been evaluated

tural components in a fusion reactor are relatively

is that of noise pollution. A 1000-MWe plant

easy to handle and to control when compared to the

require

fission products that must be handled and processed

microexplosions

in fission systems.

- 40 1-MJ laser

Resource

There is no imaginable way that a dangerously

fuel

cycle

per

will

and 1OO-M.J pellet

second.

utilization
used

discharges

will

be determined

and by the materials

by the

utilized

for

large amount of thermonuclearenergy could be re-

reactor

leased inadvertentlyin a fusion power plant. Even

necessity of breeding tritium requires the use of

if large amounts of thermonuclearfuel were injected

lithium. Known and inferred reserves of lithium In
32
These
kg.
the US amounted in 1970 to - 6 Xlog

into a reactor cavity, such fuel could not achieve

structures.

If the DT cycle is used, the

thermonuclearburn conditions. Pellet microexplo-

reservea are equivalent, in thermonuclearenergy

sions sre limited in magnitude by pellet disassem-

production from the DT cycle, to “ 900 times the

bly, and available data indicate that it will be

1970 world-energy consumption and to - 3000 times

difficult to burn more than a few percent of a

that of the US.

Some refractory metals, such as

fusion pellet under ideal and carefully controlled

niobium, are

plentiful enough from resources

conditions.

now being mined to support an all-fusion economy.

However, an important safety consideration,
other than the release of radioactivity,has been
identified for laser-fusion reactors

and is associa-

ted with the lithium coolant. Lithium burns vigorously in the presence of water, but is much leas
reactive than sodium, for instance. Again, the

not

Present mining operations are relatively nonpolluting; however, greatly increased demand might
necessitate strip-mining to obtain low-grade deposits. Resources of molybdenum and vanadium are
33
somewhat more plentiful.
VII. SUMMAHY

lithium inventories in a LCTR power plant are modularized so that the probability of a serious safety
problem is minimized. There is, in addition, the
likely possibility that gas- or heat-pipe-cooling
will be used h

conjunctionwith lithium alloys or

General
Feasibility evaluations, engineering analyses,
and systems studies of LCTH power planta are very
preliminary. Significant technologicaladvances

lithium compounds for blanket construction,which

must be made to satisfy the requirements for econo-

will essentially eliminate this safety problem.

mical power from LCTH power plants. However, much

A safety problem for magnetically confined

of the technology developed in fission-resctorand

thersmnuclearreactors, not present in laser-fusion

space programs is also applicable to the fusion-

systems, is that of superconductorswhich might go

reactor program.

normal and bring about a sudden and possibly
dangerous energy release.
The problem of thermal pollution calls atten-

The severity of materials problems can be

esti-

mated from studies of the various conceptual
approaches. The results of these studies, together

tion to a disadvantage of laser-fusion power plants,

with overall plant systeme studies, can be used as

as they are currently envisioned,when compared to

a guide to the planning of experimental investiga-

magnetically confined fusion reactors. This dis-

tions. The selection of materials investigations

advantage stems from the fact that laser-fusion

to be conducted will be determined, to some extent,

power plants will have comparativelyhigh recircu-

by the availability of testing environments, and

lating power fractions; thus, the net efficiency,

there are many opportunities for innovative

based on 40% efficient conversion, is expected to
be only - 30%. This problem may be alleviated by

approaches to obtaining the required LCTR materials
data.

the development of lasers with higher efficiencies

25

In fission-reactortechnologydevelopment, there

1-1.

is a severe time lag between the initiation of experiments and the reduction of experimentaldata for uae
in engineeringdesign. ~is

is particularly true for

such areas as radiation-, fatigue-, and corrosiontesting. This emphaaizea the need for timely planning
.
and initiation of programs to obtain required data.
Fortunately,much of the required data will be applicable to the design of both magnetically confined and
LCTR concepts.
Although much analytical and experimental investigation remains to be done, no problems have been
discovered for which there are not reasonable conceptual solutions.
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